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The purpose of this document is to summarise the PI planning tools offered by other
instrument projects, and comment on several aspects of their design - implementation,
required inputs and calculation methods, and lastly available documentation.  Instruments
with similar operational modes and capabilities were selected at a variety of ground based
facilities to best evaluate the different tool designs employed.

PFIS is of course an unusual instrument with regards to its large number of operational
modes.  Most other facilities offer the available PFIS modes across a variety of instruments
– generally two or three.  This has obvious implications for PT design.  The PFIS tool will
need to allow planning of imaging, spectroscopy and Fabry Perot interferometry (and the
associated polarimetric counterparts) simultaneously from one GUI.  It was discovered that
most other instruments have much leaner PI tools which perform more specific
calculations.  This makes sense based on their more specific capabilities. The majority of
tools appear to offer the information that we envisage our Phase 1 tool to return – S/N or
exposure time based on basic instrument configuration details.  This highlights the more
complex nature of the PFIS PI tool, particularly with regard to Phase 2 requirements.

The tools of several instruments are outlined below.  The input requirements and output
results are indicated, along with other interesting features and some comments on ease of
use, location and support documentation.

1. AAO

The Anglo-Australian Observatory operates two telescopes with a variety of instruments in
the optical and near IR.  The following instruments were chosen as they most closely
match the capabilities of PFIS.

1.1 RGO Spectrograph

This instrument offers low/medium resolution (R=850 to 1200) and spectropolarimetry in
the wavelength range 3100 to 11000 Å.  The S/N calculator is a simple java applet with
input requirements in three main areas:

1) Instrument configuration

Slit width (arcsec)
Camera (this instrument has a choice of 2 – 25cm or 82cm)



Grating (choice of 11)
Detectors (choice of 4)
Read speed (choice of 5)

It is interesting to note at this point that this spectrograph shares a set of swappable
detectors, gratings and cameras with several other instruments.  The gratings manual is
therefore a separate applet located elsewhere on the site.

2) Seeing conditions

Seeing (arcsec)
Moon phase (choice of bright, grey, new)
Zenith distance

3) Observation Criteria

Object magnitude
# spatial pixels
Central wavelength
Exposure time

The observers guide and spectrograph manual provided a great deal of useful background
about the various detectors, filters, gratings etc, and also about calculation method.  The
one obvious limitation here is the ‘one way’ calculation – there is no facility for calculating
exposure time based on S/N requirements.

1.2 Wide Field Imager

The WFI is a prime focus imager on the AAT, which is why it has been included here. Its
exposure time calculator is also a simple applet.  The WFI, like the RGO spectrograph,
shares detectors with other instruments.  It also has the option of being moved to other foci
within the telescope, although its primary operation position is at the prime focus.  The
following outlines the inputs required by the calculator:

Focus Choice of f/3.3 prime focus or f/18 cassegrain
Detector Choice of 5
Bandpass
Magnitude
Seeing
Moon phase

This tool allows both S/N and exposure time calculation, unlike the one-way calculation
for the RGOS.

1.3 TAURUS



There is also a Fabry-Perot interferometer instrument on the AAT, named TAURUS.
While this would be an interesting insight into implementation of Fabry Perot observing,
no calculation tool is available online for this instrument.

2. ESO

2.1 VIMOS

The exposure time calculators available for the VLT instruments at the ESO are probably
the most comprehensive and well designed we found during this comparison.  We looked
at VIMOS in both wide field imaging mode and multi-object spectroscopy mode.  The
exposure time calculator is impressive – it is similar to our envisioned phase two tool – all
spectral characteristics are required and several output choices are listed for more specific
image and SNR information.  The list below outlines required inputs:

Input flux distribution continuum, blackbody or template spectra available
Object magnitude
Spatial distribution point source, extended source
Aperture radius
Sky conditions days from new moon, seeing, airmass
Optical path mirrors, filters, detector
Required result SNR or exposure time

As mentioned, several different result outputs are available:

Input spectrum
Total efficiency
CCD illumination
S/N as function of seeing
S/N as function of exposure time
2D simulated image

For the MOS mode, additional grating inputs appear:

Grisms choice of 6
Slit information width, length (arcsec)

and the available outputs are now as follows:

Object spectrum
Sky spectrum at central row
Total Spectrum
Input spectrum
Total efficiency and wavelength range
S/N as a function of wavelength
2D simulated image



The tool also has links at all points to its instruction manual, which very clearly describes
the choices to be made, the options available and any formulae used in calculation of the
end outputs.  There is also a link to the VLT’s airmass tool, to calculate precise seeing
conditions, and also to their grating tool, to assist with those choices.  The tool is nicely
laid out, and no difficulties in locating online help were encountered.

3. Keck

3.1 HIRES

The HIRES S/N calculator is a java applet available off the main instrument page.  The
applet is relatively simple.  There are four main input areas, which require several values
from the user.  These are:

Source of flux seeing, V mag, phase, airmass
Slit area width, height
Echelle/cross disperser centre wavelength, wavelength, fsr
Detector dark current, read noise, binr, binc, exposure time

The tool can only calculate S/N based on ET, and not the other way round.  Also, support
documentation was difficult to find or unavailable, making the applet less straightforward
to use.

3.2 DEIMOS

Again, this would be a useful instrument PIPT to examine, but it does not appear to be
included in their webpage.

4. Gemini

4.1 GMOS

The Gemini Multi Object Spectrometer integration time calculator was a useful tool to
study as this area of PFIS operation is still not well defined, particularly in our own PI tool.
GMOS operates in imaging, long slit spectroscopy, multi-object spectroscopy, and integral
filed spectroscopy modes.  The tool itself is very detailed, so a summary of its inputs is
provided, with major input areas and subsections – for a more detailed look, the website is
http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/instruments/gmos/gmosIndex.html.

The four major categories are as follows:

1) Astronomical source definition
2) Instrument and telescope definition
3) Observing condition constraints
4) Observation details



The source definition outlines spatial and spectral characteristics, and has many available
spectral templates.  The instrument configuration optical properties (grating and filter),
detector properties and some telescope configurations to be investigated.  The quality of
image required can be specified by atmospheric conditions – including water vapour
content – and link to two pages that very comprehensively outline the choices available
here.  Finally, the observation details section allows the calculation method (i.e. SNR or
exposure time), and also the analysis method (basically aperture optimisation) to be
specified.  A vast amount of online support is provided, making it easy to get the most out
of this calculator.

Gemini also has downloadable Phase 1 and Phase 2 tools available for more complete
proposal preparation.  It appears that these are designed to be used in conjunction with the
ITC, and are an interesting example of use of instrument tools in combination with a
telescope time application tool (perhaps this could be useful in defining how the PFIS tool
will interact with the SALT tool).

Several other facilities were examined, including SUBARU and HET, and their tools
follow forms similar to those described above.  It is interesting to note that the HET
website is particularly unhelpful, with no PI tools available on the instrument pages, and
very little information whatsoever concerning the telescope and observing strategies.

From examining these tools, it would appear that the PFIS tool is on the right track.  There
are no obvious “holes” in our proposed tool outline i.e. no missing information or inputs
that other facilities include as standard.  Also, the quality of planning tools varies
considerably across observatories, and if the PFIS tool follows the form outlined now, with
a visual implementation similar to the LabVIEW demo, it will be one of the more
comprehensive and powerful tools available

Instrument websites

RGO spectrograph http://www.aao.gov.au/astro/rgo.html
WFI http://www.aao.gov.au/astro/wfi.html
TAURUS http://www.aao.gov.au/astro/taurus.html

VIMOS http://www.eso.org/instruments/vimos/

HIRES http://alamoana.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/hires/hires.html
DEIMOS http://alamoana.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/deimos/

GMOS http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/instruments/gmos/gmosIndex.html


